
Visual software operation manual
Model: LFD00026

ANTITECK



Step 1: open the 
visual software (X5)



Step 2: click "grab" to take photos of the product and 
store it



Step 3: adjust the exposure time and adjust the "Exposure " until the product can be 
viewed clearly on the interface (the value is 200-50000, the brighter the product 
color is, the smaller the value is, the darker the product color is, the larger the value 
is), "gain" is usually 0, and click "save" after debugging). Note: the product should 
be placed correctly when taking photos



Step 4: click "Model"



Step 5: click "Model" to select different points or product outline that are 
easy to identify, click "OK", click "Mark" to select the marking area, click 
"Ok", and then click "create Model".



Step 6: click "Test" and observe whether the red box selects the product outline 
or product outliers. If some are not selected, gradually reduce the "Contrast" 
until the red box selects all the product outline or product outliers. If the red 
box selects the redundant part, click "rect" to "delete" the redundant part and 
click "create"

 red box



Step 7: click this icon



Step 8: click “test”



Step 9: rotate the product at different angles and click "test". If the red box can 
be displayed each time, it is the templateThe creation is successful. If the red box 
is not displayed every time, the template needs to be re established, and the 
"Brightness" needs to be re debugged.



Step 10: click "Prevent duplication" and "movement Prevent duplication"



Step 11: click "1 Move up", click "2 move", and click "3 move down"



Step 12: click "parameter" and "similarity"



Step 13: if the product identification degree is higher, the similarity value is higher. If the product 
identification degree is lower, the similarity value is lower. (Note: the similarity value is adjusted by 
35-100). Spacing: refers to the spacing of marking positions between two products, which generally 
needs to be greater than the spacing of marking positions between two products



Step 14: click “Mark”



    How to solve the problem of missing and reprint

Reprint: 
1. If the similarity adjustment is too low, you can gradually increase the similarity for testing;
2. Retest the anti weight.

Missed printing: 
1. If the similarity adjustment is too high, the similarity can be gradually reduced for testing; 
2. The angle problem usually starts at 0 ° and ends at 360 °. If the position accuracy requirements are higher, the 
startingWhen the end angle is changed from - 50 ° to + 50 °, the higher the requirements for the position of the 
product in the assembly line.



How to Import file correctly
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